Abstract. Mathematical model of absorption on a horizontal film of lithium bromide water solution flowing on a cooled wall under the action of shear stress is numerically investigated in this paper. The shear stress on the film surface is set by the motion of co-current or counter-current surrounding saturated water vapor flow. It is known that the external shear stress is caused by the motion of surrounding saturated water vapor intensificate the process of non-isothermal absorption in comparison with the fixed-vapor regime. Our calculations have shown that at low values of heat flux the film temperature and vapor concentration in the solution downstream increases due to absorption.
Problem statement
The necessity of heat and mass transfer intensification in the absorption chillers is caused by the limitations towards their size and consumption of materials. The use of thin liquid films just solves these problems. Our numerical modelling of the conjugated heat and mass transfer in absorption chillers focuses on the film flow process on cooling wall. The liquid film moving on a cooled horizontal wall under the action of co-current or counter-current vapor flow have been investigated. The liquid film of lithium-bromide water solution has been considered. The lithium bromide-water solution widely used in absorption refrigeration systems due to its effectivity especially for low heat temperatures [1] . The non-isothermal absorption takes place in the various energy devices [2, 3] . The investigation of thin liquid film flowing down a vertical wall in the roll-wave regime in presence of heat and mass transfer through the free surface was presented in [4, 5] . The absorption and desorption processes under the conditions, corresponding to the operating modes of thermal transformers are described in [6] . The analytical solution to the problem of conjugate heat and mass transfer in a laminar falling liquid film with a linear velocity profile is presented in [7] . The results of the numerical simulation of absorption and their comparison with the experimental data are presented in [8] . The results of experimental studies concerning the development of critical phenomena and structure formation in the process of boiling in falling films and during liquid cavitation were presented in [9] . Also, in [10, 11] it was MATEC Web of Conferences 194, 01008 (2018) https://doi.org/10.1051/matecconf/201819401008
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Matec Web of Conferences shown that free convection in the gas significantly affects the desorption (adsorption) of the aqueous solution of the salt.
We assume, that the lithium bromide-water solution liquid film flowing under the action of the external tangential stress on the film surface. The external shear stress is caused by the motion of surrounding saturated water vapor. It is assumed that the shear stress applied to the interface will allow intensification of the process of non-isothermal absorption in comparison with the fixed-vapor regime. We consider the two-dimensional stationary flow of a laminar liquid film of thickness h over a horizontal plate. The surface of liquid is in contact with moving vapor. The shear stress on the film surface is  .
Absorption is considered in the framework of ordinary assumptions [2, 3] . The thermalphysical properties of solution are assumed constant.
Let us introduce the Cartesian coordinate system with Ox axis in the direction of the flow and Oy axis directed along the normal to the plate. The velocity profile in the film takes form
The process of heat and mass transfer at film absorption is described by the equations of heat conductivity and diffusion:
a is thermal diffusivity, m 2 /s; D is diffusion coefficient, m 2 /s. The boundary conditions at the inlet at 0 x  are:
Similarly to [1] , the equilibrium of solution-vapor system occurs on the interface at y h  : Heat and mass transfer in the thermal control system of technical and technological energy equipment
Numerical calculations
Numerical calculations were carried out by the finite difference method. The results of calculations of absorption on a film moving under the action of a tangential stress over a horizontal cooled wall are given in Fig. 1 -Fig. 3 . The calculations were performed at i T = 20 °C, s T = 46 °C, i C = 0.4, s C = 0.56, w q is a dimensionless heat flux. Fig. 1 shows the calculated distributions of the dimensionless temperature along the film surface for different heat fluxes on the wall. Corresponding concentration distributions vs. longitudinal coordinate are shown in Fig. 2. Fig. 3 shows the calculated distributions of the dimensionless concentration at different distances from the inlet. 
Conclusions
Mathematical model of absorption on a horizontal film of lithium bromide water solution flowing on a cooled wall under the action of shear stress for the given constant heat flux is numerically investigated in this paper. The shear stress on the film surface is set by the motion of co-current or counter-current surrounding saturated water vapor flow. It is shown that at low values of heat flux the film temperature and vapor concentration in the solution downstream increases due to absorption.
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